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Poisonous Gas dropped on villages by Israeli
military in southern Lebanon
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In-depth Report: THE WAR ON LEBANON

WMR reported that the Israeli military was using poison gas on villages in south Lebanon.
According to a former U.S. weapons expert who served in Iraq, the artillery shell in a photo
taken in Lebanon (below) is a chemical weapon delivery device. It is being handled by an
Israeli  Defense Force soldier and Hebrew lettering can be clearly seen on the armored
vehicle. Another chemical weapons shell of the same type can be seen lying on the ground
to the right. It is not known what type of chemical is in the chemical canister, however, gas
dropped by the Israelis in villages in southern Lebanon has resulted in severe vomiting
among the civilian population.  

Media commentators have scoffed that Israel, with its relatively unique history, would ever
use chemical weapons or poison gas in any war. It is precisely because of that perception
that they are using such weapons. The deniability factor prevents the media from taking
seriously the credible reports of banned weapons being used by the Israelis.
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Israel using chemical delivery weapons in Lebanon. Fuse and chemical canister can be
clearly seen in photo of Israel Defense Force personnel in Lebanon. Drawing of chemical
weapon is from the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons.
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